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Chapter 1728 Painful battle with sword

With a bang, blood splattered everywhere!

Of course, because of too much force, Qin Zhanxiong’s arm also splashed with
blood again.

He ignored it, and threw the corpse of the sea wolf forward.

The surrounding sea wolves suddenly took a step back and looked at Qin
Zhanxiong.

After their initial astonishment, their eyes turned red again.

Sea wolves are carnivores after all.

The bloody smell at the scene was already very strong, and it was constantly
stimulating them.

Qin Zhanxiong is approaching them.
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They are also constantly approaching Qin Zhanxiong.

As if negotiated.

Qin Zhanxiong and Sea Wolf actually rushed up together and fought together in
an instant.

If it was Qin Zhanxiong before, how could these sea wolves be his opponents.

However, after a long period of isolation and sleep, Qin Zhanxiong, who woke up
to fight for the first time, had obviously lost a lot of strength.

Just killing these sea wolves with his fists, Qin Zhanxiong was out of breath, and
even his body was shaking.

Looking at the sea wolf corpses scattered on the ground, Qin Zhanxiong laughed
out loud.

The people around them all raised their hearts to their throats, for fear that Qin
Zhanxiong would not be able to hold on and would fall down again.
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After Qin Zhanxiong finished laughing, he cupped his hands in the direction of
Wiliam, and moved to a deeper place.

Everyone’s footsteps couldn’t help but keep up with one step.

But they all stopped again and watched Qin Zhanxiong leave eagerly.

“Wait!” A voice appeared in the crowd.

Qin Zhanxiong’s footsteps stagnated, stopped, and turned his head to look at
everyone.

It was Wiliam who made the sound.

Everyone thought that Wiliam wanted to stop Qin Zhanxiong from taking risks
alone, and they were excited.

Who knows, Wiliam actually walked up to Qin Shengzhong and pulled out the
saber he was carrying.

“Chong!”

The long sword was unsheathed, neighing.

“You can’t fight without a sword, let’s go!” Wiliam shouted, his wrists shaking
slightly.

This long sword was like a bolt of lightning, suddenly passing through the fence
and lashing towards Qin Zhanxiong.

Qin Zhanxiong’s eyes narrowed, and he stretched out his hand to grab the long
sword.

The strength of the long sword shot is great!

At this time, the weak Qin Zhanxiong, when he grasped the hilt of the sword
precisely, was directly taken up by the speed of the long sword, and headed
directly towards the depths of the Sea Wolf Ancient Station!

“Hahahaha! Rejoice! Rejoice! Thank you Brother Lu! Send me on the road! The
one who knows me, Wiliam! Hahaha!” Qin Zhanxiong’s body slowly disappeared
from everyone’s eyes, but his voice was transmitted incomparably clearly. In the
ears of everyone on the scene.

Everyone is so angry!

That hurry again!



Sect Master Qin has just woken up, and what he needs most is self-cultivation
and conditioning.

Haven’t you seen the most low-level sea wolves out of breath?

Wiliam even took the initiative to send Sect Master Qin to a more dangerous
place!

This is really sending people on the road, sending people to the West!

“Wiliam, can you tell us the cause and effect now?” Qin Shengzhong asked again.

Wiliam nodded this time and said: “It seems that my guess is not wrong, I can tell
you about it.”

Everyone at the scene pricked up their ears, including Su Qingshan.
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Everyone wanted to know what the hell Wiliam was playing.

Wiliam said slowly: “I completely agree with what Su Qingshan said before, there
is absolutely nothing wrong with Sect Master Qin’s body.”

“Although he has been seriously injured before, he basically has no problems
with the treatment of so many doctors you have invited. I will ask you, a year or
two ago, did he become energetic for a while? abundant?”

Everyone nodded.

Qin Nuoshi said on behalf of everyone, “It’s been a while. When my father fell
asleep, he thought about going into battle and killing the enemy, but we didn’t
agree. He’s just acting on his temper. If he goes on the battlefield and hurts
himself, Isn’t that more injury to injury?”

Wiliam smiled and said, “Okay, that’s the problem.”

“After what I learned just now, I probably know that Sect Master Qin is a man
born to fight. His mission and glory all come from the battlefield. It can be said
that going into battle to kill the enemy is his greatest obsession. It’s a pity, You
abruptly broke his obsession.”

“Obstinence?” The people at the scene seemed to be touched by something, and
each and everyone had a strange look on their faces.

It seems so.
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Before Sect Master Qin was injured, there was indeed no day when he would not
be on the battlefield.

Every time I come back, no matter how badly the injury is, as long as I can lift my
head and open my mouth, I will definitely drink a jar of wine before I fall asleep.

Woke up the next day, still fierce.

Unfortunately……

“It’s a pity, you are too protective of your suzerain. During that time, he should
have almost recovered. But you forcibly held down his obsession.”

“In the beginning, he should have thought that you also cared about him, so he
followed your wishes. But over time, his requests have been rejected again and
again by you. I can even guess that you might imprison him violently, right?”

Wiliam said, looking at Qin Nuoshi.

Qin Nuoshi’s face suddenly became extremely embarrassing, “How do you
know?”

Wiliam narrowed his eyes and said slowly, “Have you noticed? There are some
very old rope ruts on his wrist. Should he be tied?”

Qin Shengzhong’s expression also became unnatural, “There is such a thing.
Because for a while, my father became very manic. We were afraid that he would
hurt others and himself, so we restrained him…”

Everyone couldn’t help but marvel at Wiliam’s predictions.

But only the conscientious people noticed that it wasn’t that Wiliam expected
things like a god.

But he is as careful as hair, and his observation skills are almost terrifying!

“It’s probably like this. He wanted to fight on the battlefield again and again, and
was restrained by you in the name of protection again and again. Later, he gave
up. It should be said that he sacrificed himself to fulfill your so-called care.”

“So he chose to sleep uninterruptedly, fell asleep, and perhaps forgot who he
was. This is what I said before, heart disease.”

Wiliam talked a lot, and finally returned to the first topic.

The people at the scene all bowed their heads when Wiliam said it.

Shame, guilt, even stifling remorse.
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Sect Master Qin treats all his relatives and all his disciples equally.

Treat everyone as if they were brothers.

That’s why everyone was so nervous when Sect Master Qin was seriously injured.

Only then will there be a phenomenon of excessive care for the Qin Sect Master.

But it was this kind of bondage in the name of love that killed Sect Master Qin!

After understanding the whole story, the atmosphere at the scene was extremely
low.

A lot of people are blaming themselves.

Everyone also respected Sect Master Qin even more.

For the sake of everyone’s so-called caring, he gave in again and again, and in the
end, there was no way to retreat, and he chose to bind his body and mind.

“So, after understanding this, my choice is very simple.” Wiliam said with a smile.
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